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Eight Dates and Nights 
By Betsy Aldredge 
Random House/Underlined, Fall 2023 – Young Adult Fiction

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!

Two teens with two 
very different ideas 

of how to spend 
Hanukkah learn to 

work together to 
save the last Jewish 
remnant in small 
town Texas in this 

cozy holiday 
romance!

New Yorker Hannah Levin is allergic to two things, horses and 
tinsel. Unfortunately, she’s surrounded by both this Hanukkah 
when, thanks to a freak snow storm, she’s stranded in the 
small town of Rosenblum, Texas, visiting her grandmother, 
who she hasn’t seen in years due to family drama. 

Super lonely, missing latkes and reliable wi-fi, she follows the 
scent of fried potatoes and wanders into an old deli where she 
meets the only other Jewish teen in town, Noah, who happens 
to be equal parts adorable and full of annoying, over the top 
Hanukkah spirit that he’s determined to share with Hannah, 
one ugly, itchy Hanukkah sweater at a time. 

She makes him a deal, she’ll help him save his family’s deli, 
which is practically the only Jewish remnant in a town that 
once had a thriving community of European immigrants, if 
he’ll leave her to sulk in peace. However, after a spectacularly 
memorable kiss Hannah wonders if there’s more to Hanukkah, 
this community, and even her grandmother than she thought.

For foreign 
licenses, 
please 
contact 
Random 
House.
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Sasquatch, Love, and Other Imaginary Things 

By Betsy Aldredge and Carrie Dubois-Shaw 
Simon Pulse, 2017 – Young Adult Fiction 

Pride and Prejudice meets Animal Planet’s Finding Bigfoot in this humorous and 
heartfelt debut about a quirky family hunting for the mythical Sasquatch. 
 
Hunting for monsters was never so awkward.  
 
Samantha’s parents, charter members of a Bigfoot Society, are hunting yetis 
on national TV, and worse, in front of an aristocratic prep-school crew—
including a boy who disdains Samantha’s family.  
 
She becomes determined to take him down. As they go to war, their friction 
and attraction almost distract them from the hint that Sasquatch may actually 
be out there somewhere…  

• All foreign licenses available.

The Indian in the Cupboard 

By Lynne Reid Banks  
New mass-market edition, Random House, 2010  – Middle Grade Fiction 

*Over 10 million copies sold!* 

What could be better than a magic cupboard that turns small toys into living 
creatures? When an exhausted Omri dumps a plastic toy Indian into the cabinet 

just before falling asleep, the magic begins. Turn the key once and the toy comes 
alive; turn it a second time and it’s an action figure again. 

“"Skyhigh fantasy that will enthrall readers.”—Publishers Weekly 

"Best novel of the year (1981).” —The New York Times 

• Sold in Korean (Arom Junior), Chinese simplified (Shanghai Gaotan), 
Romanian (Editura Art) and Vietnamese (Phuong Nam Books). All other 

foreign licenses available, excluding the U.K. (contact HarperCollins).

Tiger, Tiger  
By Lynne Reid Banks 
Delacorte/Random House, 2005 – Middle Grade Fiction 

From the bestselling author of THE INDIAN IN THE CUPBOARD comes the story of 
two captured tiger cubs in ancient Rome. The smaller cub, Boots, is given to 
Caesar’s 12-year-old daughter, Aurelia. Boots visits Aurelia frequently, accompanied 
by his keeper, Julius, who worships Aurelia from afar. When Boots escapes from the 
royal compound, Julius must pay the price: he’s sentenced by Caesar to fight both 
Boots and Brute in the Colosseum before thousands of Roman citizens. Aurelia 
pleads for Julius’s life, but her father is unyielding.  

“This provocative title will appeal to fans of historical fiction, romance, and animal 
stories.” —School Library Journal 

•Sold in Spanish and Catalonian (Casals), and Japanese (Saela Shobo). All 
other foreign licenses available, excluding the U.K. (contact 
HarperCollins).
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Teach Me to Forget 
By Erica M. Chapman 

*Paperback edition and new cover, 2019* 
SimonPulse/Simon & Schuster, 2016 – Young Adult Fiction

All other 
foreign 
licenses 

available, 
excluding the 

U.K.

A heart-wrenching story of loss and hope.

Ellery doesn't want to live anymore. 

She's unable to bear the loss of her sister, or face the rest of her broken 
family. So, she's made a plan—bought the gun, arranged for her 
funeral, and picked the day. Everything has fallen into place. Then, on 
the day she intends to take her own life, she meets Colter, a boy who 
recognizes her desperation and becomes determined to stop her. 

Ellery won't be swayed so easily, but as she struggles with her 
hopelessness, she learns Colter has good reasons for his vigilance—
personal reasons. And whether Ellery likes it or not, he can't let go. 

*A Best Book Selection by Goodreads and Barnes & Noble!*

Already Sold in: 

Spanish 
 (Ediciones B). 

“A beautifully crafted, dark, & heartbreaking look at 
depression & suicide. Ellery’s story is needed & 
necessary; Chapman is a writer to watch.” —Kathleen 
Glasgow, New York Times bestselling author of Girl in Pieces  

“Ellery’s voice is engaging and authentic, and her edgy 
black humor comes into play… Sadness gives way to 
redemption and an unforced hope in this thoughtful 
read.” —Kirkus  

“An author whose dark and emotional story will 
resonate with teen readers.” —VOYA Magazine

Ellery's grief over the loss 
of her younger sister is 

pushing her down a dark 
path in this heart-

wrenching story of loss 
and the journey to hope 
that's perfect for fans 

of Girl in Pieces and All the 
Bright Places.

*Seen in Teen 
Vogue!*

Film/TV rights 
available from M&O!
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A Wish For Us 
By Tillie Cole 
CreateSpace, 2018 – Young Adult Fiction

A symphony of 
hope. 

A symphony of 
love. 

A symphony of 
them.

Already Sold In:  

UK (Penguin Michael 
Joseph), Polish 
(FILIA), Italian 

(Always Publishing), 
French (Hachette 
Livre), Spanish 

(Planeta Mexico), 
Russian (Exem),, 

(Portuguese-Brazil 
(Planeta Brazil), and 

German (Bastei), 
Hebrew (Booktique).  

World English audio 
sold to Audible.

All other 
foreign 
licenses 

available.

19-year-old Cromwell Dean is the rising star of electronic dance music. 
Thousands of people adore him. But no one knows him. Until the girl in 

the purple dress. When Cromwell leaves behind the gray skies of 
England to study music in the South Carolina heat, the last thing he 

expects is to see her again. And he certainly doesn’t expect that she’ll 
stay in his head like a song on repeat.  

Bonnie Farraday lives for music. She lets every note into her heart, 
and she doesn’t understand how someone as talented as Cromwell can 
avoid doing the same. He’s hiding from his past, and she knows it. She 

tries to stay away from him, but something keeps calling her back. 
Bonnie is the burst of color in Cromwell’s darkness.  

He’s the beat that makes her heart skip.  

But when a shadow falls over Bonnie, it’s up to Cromwell to be her 
light, in the only way he knows how. He must help her find the lost 

song in her fragile heart. He must keep her strong with  
a symphony only he can compose. 

**USA Today Bestselling Author!**

More YA from 
Bestselling Author  

Tillie Cole: 

A THOUSAND  
BOY KISSES,  

CreateSpace 2016

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!
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A Thousand Boy Kisses 
By Tillie Cole 

CreateSpace, 2016 – Young Adult Fiction

All other 
foreign 
licenses 

available.

One kiss lasts a moment. 
But a thousand kisses can last a lifetime. 

When 17-year-old Rune Kristiansen returns from his native Norway 
to the sleepy town of Blossom Grove, Georgia, where he befriended 
Poppy Litchfield as a child, he has just one thing on his mind. Why 
did the girl who was one half of his soul, who promised to wait 
faithfully for his return, cut him off without a word of explanation?  
 
Rune’s heart was broken two years ago when Poppy fell silent. 
When he discovers the truth, he finds that the greatest heartache is 
yet to come.  

**A USA Today Bestseller!**

Already Sold In:  

UK (Penguin Michael 
Joseph), French 

(Hachette), 
Portuguese-Brazil 
(Editora Planeta), 

Portuguese-Portugal 
(Quinta Essencia), 
German electronic 

(Bastei Lubbe), Polish 
(FILIA), Turkish 

(Yabanci), Hungarian 
(Twister), Slovak 

(Ikar), Czech 
(Euromedia Group), 

Vietnamese (Vietnam 
AZ Communication 

and Culture), Spanish 
(Planeta Mexicana), 

Russian (EXMO), 
Italian (Always 

Publishing), Serbian 
(Vulkan), Romanian 
(Grup Media Litera), 
Hebrew (Booktique), 
Ukranian (BookChef), 
Bulgarian (Egmont), 

Lithuanian (JOTEMA).  

U.S. Audio sold to 
Blackstone. 

“Tillie Cole ripped my heart out and then put it back together with a 
thousand kisses. Her writing is achingly beautiful and brilliant 
beyond words.” —Jess Daniels, NY Times and USA Today Bestselling 
Author  
  
“THE most beautiful, emotional and stunningly written love story 
we’ve ever read. This book is as special as special can be.” —Jenny & 
Gitte (Totally Booked Blog) 

“I recommend this book with all my heart. Be prepared to ugly cry… 
But know that it is absolutely worth every single tear, because the 
ending was more beautiful than I could ever have imagined.” —
Aestas Book Blog

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!
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The Avion My Uncle Flew 

By Cyrus Fisher  
Reprint Purple House Press, 2020 
Originally published by Scholastic, 1948 
Middle Grade Fiction 

**A Newbery Honor Book** 

When twelve-year-old Johnny Littlehorn's father returns from the front 
lines, after WWII is over, and announces they're spending the summer 
in France, Johnny doesn’t want to leave their Wyoming ranch. But what 
starts off as a boring trip soon turns into a frightening adventure. A 
sinister man trails Johnny throughout Paris and follows him to his uncle 
s village of St. Chamant. 

With the help of his new friends, Suzanne and Charles, Johnny follows 
a winding trail that leads to a fugitive spy, a German pistolet hidden in 
a loaf of bread and a stolen fortune. Before long, he’s learning French, 
helping his uncle Paul build an avion, and unraveling an evil Nazi plot! 
Original illustrations by Richard Floethe. New cover by Jamin Still. 

• All foreign licenses available.

 Annie on My Mind 
By Nancy Garden  

Open Road Edition, 2017 – Young Adult Fiction 
25th Anniversary Paperback, February 2007  

Originally Published by Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1982 

**ALA Best of the Best Books for Young Adults** 

**Starred review by Publishers Weekly** 

When Liza first lays eyes on Annie, she knows there’s something special 
between them. Soon, their close friendship develops into a deep and 

intimate romance. Neither imagined that falling in love could be so 
wonderful, but as Liza and Annie’s newfound sexuality sparks conflict in both 
their families and at their schools, they discover it’ll take more than love for 

their relationship to succeed. 
  

One of the first books to positively portray a lesbian relationship, Annie on 
My Mind is a groundbreaking classic of the genre. The subject of a First 

Amendment lawsuit over banned books and one of School Library Journal’s 
“One Hundred Books that Shaped the Century,” Nancy Garden’s iconic novel 

is an important story for anyone discovering who they’re meant to be. 

“No single work has done more for young adult LGBT fiction than this classic 
about two teenage girls who fall in love.” —School Library Journal  

• Sold in Spanish (Editorial Café con Leche) and Portuguese/
Brazil (Universo dos Livros). All other foreign licenses available.  

* Previously sold in Italian (Mondadori), Chinese (Hann Colour), 
Korean (Bomulchango) and Polish (Mladinska). * 

*Film/TV rights available!* 
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What We Harvest 
By Ann Fraistat 
Random House/Delacorte, March 2022 – Young Adult Fiction

All 
foreign 
licenses 

available.

A second YA 
standalone,  

HOUSE OF MASKS,  
is forthcoming from 

2018 and 2019  
Pitch Wars mentee  
Ann Fraistat with 
Random House/

Delacorte!

*Sold at Auction!* 
**Six-Figure 

Deal!**

Wren owes everything she has to her home, Hollow’s End, a centuries-old, 
picture perfect American town. Tourists travel miles to marvel at its miracle 
crops, like the iridescent wheat of Wren’s family farm. 

Until the quicksilver mercury blight first surfaced, poisoning the farms of 
Hollow’s End one by one. It began by consuming the crops--thick, silver 
sludge bleeding from the earth. Next were the animals. Infected livestock and 
wild creatures alike staggered off into the woods by day—only to return at 
night, their eyes, fogged white, leering from the trees. 

Then the blight came for the neighbors. Wren is among the last locals 
standing. And the blight has finally come for her too. Now, the only one she 
can turn to is her ex, Derek. Wren and Derek still have one thing in common—
Hollow’s End means everything to them. Only there’s much they don’t know 
about their hometown and its renowned miracle crops. They’re about to 
discover that miracles aren’t free. 

Their ancestors have an awful lot to pay for, and Wren and Derek are the only 
ones left to settle old debts.

So it had come to  
kill us too. 

For fans of Wilder Girls comes 
a nightmarish debut 

guaranteed to keep you up 
through the night, about an 

idyllic small town poisoned by 
its past, and one girl who must 
fight the strange disease that's 
slowly claiming everyone she 

loves.

*An ABA Indies Introduce Pick!*

“A vivid and engrossing horror-tinged tale of corrosive 
family secrets.” —Kirkus

“Dazzling and dreadful.” —Erin A. Craig, NYT-bestselling 
author of House of Salt and Sorrows

*A JLG Book 
Club Pick!*

*Barnes & Noble YA Award Shortlist!*

“Intense, gripping, and deeply haunting, Fraistat’s 
debut [is] an invigorating take on the zombie genre.” —
School Library Journal *Starred Review*

Already Sold In: 

Farsi/Persian 
(Milkan).

Film/TV rights 
available from M&O!

*A Bram Stoker Award Nominee!*
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Endgame  
By Nancy Garden 
Harcourt, 2006 – Young Adult Fiction 

*School Library Journal Top Ten Books of 2006* 

A new town, a new school, a new start. That’s what 14-year-old Gray Wilton 
believes as he chants, “It’s gonna be better, gonna be better here.” But it 
doesn’t take long for Gray to realize that nothing’s going to change—there are 
bullies in every school, and he’s always their punching bag. Award-winning 
novelist Nancy Garden once again goes out on a limb, this time to show the 
cruelty of bullying and the devastating effects it can have. 

This is a hard-hitting and eloquent look at the impact of bullying, and the 
resulting destruction of lives touched by the violence. —School Library Journal 

•All foreign licenses available.

Cheaper by the Dozen 
By Frank B. Gilbreth, Jr. & Ernestine Gilbreth Carey 

HarperCollins, 1948 – Middle Grade Fiction 

*Made Into A Hit Movie Starring Steve Martin!* 

What do you get when you put twelve lively kids together with a father
—a famous efficiency expert—who believes families can run like 
factories, and a mother who is his partner in everything except 

discipline?  You get a hilarious tale of growing up and a delightfully 
enduring story of family life at the turn of the 20th century.  

• Sold in Slovene (Drustvo Mohorjeva Druzba), 
Complex Chinese (Breifing Press), and Marathi 

(Mehta). 
 All other foreign licenses available.
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Frightmares 
By Eva Gibson 
Random House/Underlined – Young Adult Fiction –  
August 2022

For foreign 
licenses, 
please 
contact 
Random 
House.

More from  
Eva Gibson: 

TOGETHER WE 
CAUGHT FIRE, 

Simon & Schuster 2020 

WHERE SECRETS LIE, 
Simon & Schuster 2021

Ready or not…

In a Florida tourist trap, a summer acting job turns into a real horror 
show when a cast member turns up dead—then disappears. This nail-

biter is Scream meets Clerks, perfect for fans of Fear Street! 

Dave is spending his final summer before college working at 
Frightmares House of Horrors, a struggling haunted house attraction 
held together by malfunctioning killer clown mannequins, a cheap 
replica Annabelle doll, and a lot of improvising. 

After a particularly disastrous shift ends in an employee walkout, Dave 
reluctantly takes over a role for his friend, however, he makes a 
horrifying discovery—a real dead body, hidden on set. But when Dave 
returns with help, the body is gone. 

Though the killer covered their tracks, Dave realizes they must know 
what he saw. Could he be their next target?

“Frightmares is YA horror at its best—voicy, thrilling, and wholly 
unique… A spine-chilling book you won’t forget.” —Jennifer Moffett, 
author of Those Who Prey

“Witty and fast-moving…will appeal to the Fear Street crowd.”  
—Booklist

Film/TV rights 
available from M&O!

*A 2023 MWA Edgar Allen Poe Award Nominee!*
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Where Secrets Lie 
By Eva Gibson 
SimonPulse/Simon & Schuster, 2021 – Young Adult Fiction

All foreign 
licenses 

available, 
excluding 
the U.K.

Everyone has something to hide. 

Perfect for fans of 
Courtney Summers, this 
seductive and intense 

thriller unfolds in 
interwoven timelines of 
two summers as three 

friends are torn apart by 
buried secrets and star-
crossed attraction…then 
pulled back together by 

tragedy.

Amy Larsen has spent every summer with her cousin Ben and their best friend Teddy 
in River Run, Kentucky, welcoming the break from her overbearing mother—until the 
summer she and Teddy confront the changing feelings and simmering sexual tension 
growing between them, destroying the threesome’s friendship in a dramatic face-off. 

A year later, Amy returns to River Run dreading what she’ll find. But when Teddy’s 
sister disappears, Amy, Ben, and Teddy put aside their differences to search for her. 
As they dig into the dark history of their small town, all three friends must unearth 
the truths that tie their families to tragedy, cope with their own toxic upbringings and 
beliefs, and atone for the damage done to each other and themselves. 

Told in two interwoven timelines—the summer where everything changed, and the 
summer that changes everything—Where Secrets Lie is a seductive thriller as dark as 
it is enthralling.

“Refreshingly incisive, this is a poignant, accessible 
exploration of intergenerational trauma, chosen family, and 
class privilege with gripping suspense at its center… A richly 
layered coming-of-age novel built upon a foundation of 
conscience.”  —Kirkus

“Her writing is rich in imagery and descriptive language, brushed 
with a touch of Southern Gothic, and while emotions run high, 
they're authentic in range and scope. The emotional pitch and 
nuanced details add to the agonizing suspense of this gorgeous 
and satisfying thriller.” —Booklist *Starred Review*

*Starred 
Review 

Recipient!* 

Also by Eva V. 
Gibson: 

TOGETHER WE 
CAUGHT FIRE,  

Simon & Schuster 
2020 

FRIGHTMARES, 
Random House/
Underlined 2022

U.S. audio sold 
to Tantor 

Media.

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!
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Together We Caught Fire 
By Eva Gibson 
SimonPulse/Simon & Schuster, 2020 – Young Adult Fiction

“The writing is captivating and fluid—easily switching 
from lyrical and dreamy to raw and violent… An addictive 
page-turner that begins with a forbidden romance but 
turns into so much more." —Kirkus

All foreign 
licenses 

available, 
excluding 
the U.K.

More from  
Eva Gibson: 

WHERE SECRETS LIE, 
Simon & Schuster 2021 

FRIGHTMARES, 
Random House/
Underlined 2022 

*Edgar Nominee!*

 
What happens when the boy you want most 

becomes the one person you can’t have?

Lane is reeling from her mother’s suicide and her endometriosis—and her 
life is turned upside down when her father introduces her to his new 
fiancée: mother of Greyson, Lane’s longtime secret crush. With Grey living 
in Lane’s house, it gets harder and harder to deny their growing mutual 
attraction—an attraction made all the more forbidden by Grey’s long-term 
girlfriend Sadie, who also happens to be Lane’s friend. 
 
Torn between her feelings for Grey and her friendship with Sadie—not to 
mention her desire to keep the peace at home—Lane befriends Sadie’s 
older brother, Connor, the black sheep of the strict, evangelical Hall 
family. Connor, a metalworker who is all sharp edges, challenges Lane in 
ways no one else ever has. As the two become closer and start to open up 
about the traumas in their respective pasts, Lane begins to question her 
conviction that Connor is just a distraction. 
 
Tensions come to a head after a tragic incident at a party, forcing Lane to 
untangle her feelings for both boys and face the truth of what—and who—
she wants, in this gripping, lyrical, and stunningly romantic debut novel.

**A Bank Street Best Children’s Book 2021!**
Film/TV rights 

available from M&O!
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Rikki And Rai: 
The Everyday and Sometimes Epic Adventures  

of the Tucker Sisters 

By Tiffany Golden 
Lee & Low/Tu Books, TBD 2025 – Middle Grade Fiction 

For foreign 
licenses, 
please 

contact Lee 
and Low.

Tu Books, an imprint of Lee & Low Books, is thrilled to announce the 
results of its eighth annual New Visions Award writing contest. 
Established to increase the number of authors of color writing for 
children and teens, the New Visions Award is given to a middle grade 
or young adult manuscript by a new author of color or Indigenous/
Native author. Winners receive a cash prize and publishing contract 
with Lee & Low Books. This year, Tiffany Golden has won the New 
Visions Award. 

Golden’s forthcoming manuscript Rikki and Rai is a middle-grade novel 
in closely-linked short stories about two sisters navigating their small 
town during the year of their parents’ separation. Rai’s sour, stubborn 
mood is often at odds with Rikki’s hopeful, helpful nature. But when it 
matters most, they put their differences aside to cement their bond as 
sisters. 

“Sometimes with siblings, tough times bring them closer together,” 
says author Tiffany Golden. “Love survives in hard times.”

Also by  
Tiffany Golden: 

I WANT TO BE BIG 
Picture book - Page 
Street Kids, 2023 

WASH DAY 
Picture book - Mayo 
Clinic Press, 2023 

https://www.leeandlow.com/writers-illustrators/new-visions-award
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M.C. Higgins the Great 

By Virginia Hamilton 
Simon & Schuster, 1999 – Young Adult Fiction 

Open Road eBook Edition, 2011 

*Newbery Medal Winner!* 

*National Book Award Winner!* 

M.C.’s great-grandmother Sarah was a runaway slave. Ever since she 
came here, Sarah’s Mountain has been home to the Higgins family. But 

now their home is threatened by the strip-mining that has left a giant 
slag heap perched precariously above their house. Will the two 

strangers who appear in the hills help M.C. save his family? 

*Boston Globe/Horn Book Award Winner!* 

• Sold in Simplified Chinese (Beijing Yutian Hanfeng Book Co.).  
All other foreign licenses now available. 

* Previously published in German (Betz & Gelberg Verlag), 
Simplified Chinese (Beijing Uni-wisdom), and Japanese 

(Iwanami Shoten) *

Zeely 

By Virginia Hamilton 
Simon & Schuster, 1967 – Young Adult Fiction 
Open Road Media eBook Edition, 2011  

*An American Library Association (ALA) Notable Book* 

“We’ll spend the whole summer on the farm with Uncle Ross. I ought 
to make up something special just because we’ve never ever gone 
alone like this!”  

And the first thing Elizabeth does is give herself and her younger 
brother, John, new names—Geeder and Toeboy.  
The farm is special too, with its pump house, pond, and especially the 
prize razorback hogs that belong to Nat Tayber and his daughter, 
Zeely. Zeely Tayber is tall and dignified, unlike anyone else in the 
small town. Geeder is fascinated. And when she finds a picture of a 
Watutsi queen who looks like she could be Zeely’s twin, Geeder knows 
she is in the presence of royalty. 

• Sold in Japanese (Iwanami Shoten) and Complex Chinese 
(Taiwan Interminds). All other foreign licenses available.     

Books from award-winning author Virginia Hamilton:
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The House of Dies Drear 

By Virginia Hamilton 
Simon & Schuster, 1970 – Young Adult Fiction 

Open Road Media eBook Edition, 2011  

*An American Library Association (ALA) Notable Book* 

A teenager and his family must uncover the haunting 
historical legacy of their Civil War–era house. 

Shortly after moving into an old, spooky home, thirteen-year-old 
Thomas Small and his family start hearing strange noises. The house 

has a past, and when Thomas discovers a hidden passageway that 
may have been part of the Underground Railroad, the family realizes 
the house has a history as well. To find out all there is to know about 

the House of Dies Drear, Thomas must explore secret rooms—and 
the secrets of lives lived centuries before, lives that tell the story of 

America’s troubled early years. 

*Edgar Alan Poe Award Winner* 

“Best of the Best Books.” —School Library Journal 

• Sold in Japanese (Iwanami Shoten) and Complex Chinese 
(Taiwan Interminds). All other foreign licenses available.     

The Planet Of Junior Brown 

By Virginia Hamilton 
Simon &Schuster, 1971 – Young Adult Fiction 
Open Road Media eBook Edition, 2011 

 
*Newbery Honor Book*  

*National Book Award Finalist* 

Junior Brown, an overprotected three-hundred-pound musical prodigy 
who’s prone to fantasies, and Buddy Clark, a loner who lives by his wits 
because he has no family whatsoever, have been on the hook from their 
eighth-grade classroom all semester. Most of the time they have been in 
the school building—in a secret cellar room behind a false wall, where Mr. 
Pool, the janitor, has made a model of the solar system. They have been 
pressing their luck for months...and then they are caught. As society—in 
the form of a zealous assistant principal—closes in on them, Junior’s 
fantasies become more desperate, and Buddy draws on all his resources 
to ensure his friend’s well-being. 

“Best of the Best Books.” —School Library Journal 

• Sold in Japanese (Iwanami Shoten) and Korean (Dolbegae 
Publishing). All other foreign licenses available.
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Justice and her Brothers 

By Virginia Hamilton 
Simon &Schuster, 1978 – Young Adult Fiction 

Open Road Media eBook Edition, 2011 

For Justice and her identical twin brothers Levi and Thomas, the 
summer begins like any other. But as the slow days pass, Justice 
begins to notice a strange energy between her brothers, beyond their 
normal twin connection. Thomas becomes increasingly bossy and 
irritable, while Levi seems weak and absentminded. And there are 
changes happening within Justice, as well. Soon she discovers that she 
possesses a mysterious, extraordinary ability. Will Justice and her 
brothers uncover the secret behind their newfound powers? Justice and 
Her Brothers is the first book in Virginia Hamilton’s compelling 
dystopian fantasy series, the Justice Trilogy. 

“A compelling and expertly written book, of particular interest to those 
with a taste for fantasies.”—School Library Journal 
 
“Here is Miss Hamilton at her best, plunging her characters into unique 
situations.”—The New York Times 

• All foreign licenses available.

The Samurai’s Tale 

By Erik Christian Haugaard 
Houghton Mifflin, September 2005 – Young Adult Fiction 

When the powerful Lord Takeda’s soldiers sweep across the countryside, 
killing and plundering, they spare the boy Taro’s life and take him along 
with them. Taro becomes a servant in the household of the noble Lord 
Akiyama, where he meets Togan, a cook, who teaches Taro and makes 
his new life bearable. But when Togan is murdered, Taro’s life takes a 
new direction: He will become a samurai, and redeem the family legacy 
that has been stolen from him. 

• Sold in Indonesian (Ufuk Publishing House). All other foreign 
licenses available.

*Also available in the Justice Trilogy:* 

DUSTLAND 

THE GATHERING 

*Also available in this series:* 

THE BOY AND THE SAMURAI 

THE JUSTICE OF THE 47 SAMURAIS 
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Emma Dilemma and the New Nanny 

By Patricia Hermes 
Marshall Cavendish, 2006 – Middle Grade Fiction Series 

Marmaduke is missing! Once again, Emma has forgotten to put her ferret 
back in his cage. And with four brothers and sisters and a poodle who chases 
Marmaduke around the house, Emma finds herself in the middle of this and 

other family dilemmas. If only she can prove to her parents that she is 
responsible, then maybe they will let her join the traveling soccer team. 

When Annie, the new nanny, arrives, Emma feels she’s found someone who’s 
on her side. Annie’s the coolest nanny ever, but will Mom and Daddy let her 

stay? Or will they fire her, as they have so many of the other nannies? 

*Sold in Polish (Grupa Wydawnicza Foksal).  
All other foreign licenses available, excluding Asia.*

Also available in series:  

EMMA DILEMMA AND THE TWO NANNYS 

 EMMA DILEMMA AND THE SOCCER NANNY 

 EMMA DILEMMA AND THE CAMPING NANNY 

EMMA DILEMMA, THE NANNY, AND THE SECRET FERRET  

EMMA DILEMMA, THE NANNY, AND THE BEST HORSE EVER  

EMMA DILEMMA, THE NANNY, AND THE WEDDING
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In the Woods 
By Carrie Jones and Steven E. Wedel 
Tor Teen/Macmillan, 2019 – Young Adult Fiction All 

foreign 
licenses 

available.

More from 
Carrie Jones: 

NEED Series, 
Bloomsbury 

*New York Times 
Bestselling Series* 

FLYING Duology, Tor  

TIMESTOPPERS 
Series, Bloomsbury 

AFTER OBSESION, 
Bloomsbury 

And many more!

Something is in the woods.  
Something unexplainable.  

Something deadly.

It should have been just another quiet night on the farm when 
Logan witnessed the attack...but it wasn’t. Something is in the 

woods. 

Hundreds of miles away, Chrystal’s plans for summer in Manhattan 
are abruptly upended when her dad reads tabloid coverage of some 
kind of grisly incident in Oklahoma. When they arrive to investigate, 

they find a witness: a surprisingly good-looking farm boy. 

As townsfolk start disappearing and the attacks get ever closer, 
Logan and Chrystal will have to find out the truth about whatever’s 

hiding in the woods…before they become targets themselves.

*New York Times Bestselling Author!*

“Engaging teen protagonists and a solidly 
structured mythology for the monster.” —Kirkus

**U.S. Audio sold to Brilliance!**
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  Flying 

By Carrie Jones 
Tor Teen/Macmillan, 2016 – Young Adult Fiction Duology 

17-year-old Mana is used to being coddled as an only child, but it’s hard 
to imagine anything could happen in her small town. As her mother’s 
babying gets more stifling, she looks forward to cheering at the big game 
and getting out of the house for a bit. But that night, Mana’s life goes 
haywire. 

First, her crush starts spitting acid during the game. Then they get into a 
fight in the locker room, and Mana finds herself leaping like a kangaroo. 
As a flyer on the cheerleading squad, she’s always been a good jumper, 
but this is a bit much. Then she gets home to find her house trashed, an 
alien in the garage. 

It turns out Mana’s frumpy, timid mom is actually an alien hunter, and 
now she’s missing—taking a piece of technology with her that everyone 
wants. Now her partner, a guy that Mana has never met (and who seems 
way too young to be hunting aliens), shows up, ordering Mana to come 
with him. On her own for the first time, Mana will have to find a way to 
save her mother—and maybe the world. 

“The comic tone does not falter… Funny and fast-moving, with a   
compelling setup for potential sequels.”—Kirkus 

• SOLD US Audio (Brilliance). All other foreign licenses available.

Enhanced 

By Carrie Jones 
Tor Teen/Macmillan, 2017 – Young Adult Fiction Duology 

From New York Times bestselling author Carrie Jones, cheerleader-
turned-alien-hunter Mana is back! Seventeen-year-old Mana has found 

and rescued her mother, but her work isn’t done yet. Her mother may be 
out of alien hands, but she’s in a coma, unable to tell anyone what she 

knows. 

Mana is ready to take action. The only problem? Nobody will let her. Lyle, 
her best friend and almost-boyfriend (for a minute there, anyway), seems 
to want nothing to do with hunting aliens, despite his love of Doctor Who. 

Bestie Seppie is so desperate to stay out of it, she’s actually leaving 
town. And her mom’s hot but arrogant alien-hunting partner, China, is 

ignoring Mana’s texts, cutting her out of the mission entirely. 

They all know the alien threat won’t stay quiet for long. 
 It’s up to Mana to fight her way back in. 

“Witty dialogue and flawless action.” —VOYA 

• SOLD US Audio (Brilliance). All other foreign licenses available.

The FLYING Duology from Bestselling Author Carrie Jones
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More From Bestselling Author Carrie Jones:  

• Dear Bully—Young Adult Anthology, HarperCollins, 2011 

•Tips on Having a Gay (ex) Boyfriend —Young Adult Contemporary, Flux, 2008 

•Love (and Other Uses for Duct Tape) —Young Adult Contemporary, Flux, 2008 

•Girl, Hero—Young Adult Contemporary, Flux, 2008
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Murder on the Baltimore Express 
By Suzanne Jurmain 
Little Bee, 2021– Middle Grade Nonfiction

All foreign 
licenses 

available, 
excluding 
the U.K.

A plot that could have changed  
U.S. history—forever.

Newly-elected Abraham Lincoln heads to Washington to be 
inaugurated…but he almost didn’t make it there, due to a murder plot. 

This suspenseful story follows Detective Allen Pinkerton’s and his race 
against time. It also discusses the darkly important issues of slavery 

and secession facing the nation. And of course, it gives young readers 
a look into the life of Mr. Lincoln himself. 

  
“Jurmain’s nonfiction thriller resonates by touching upon 
contemporary concerns, particularly deep-seated political 
prejudice and racial division.” —Publishers Weekly

  
“A perfect example of excellent narrative nonfiction and a 
must-have for any middle school library. This work will 
stand solidly beside books by James Swanson and Steve 
Sheinkin.” —School Library Journal *Starred Review*

*Starred 
Review 

Recipient!*

Film/TV rights 
available from M&O!
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Need 

By Carrie Jones 
Bloomsbury, 2008 – Young Adult Fiction Series 

 ** A New York Times Bestseller! ** 

In this first book in a YA fantasy series from New York Times bestselling author 
Carrie Jones, Zara discovers that magic is stirring in her town...and herself. 

Zara collects phobias the way other teenagers collect lipstick. Little wonder, 
since she’s had a rough life. Her father left when she was a baby, and her 

stepfather just died. Her mother’s checked out—in fact, Mom’s sent her to live 
with her grandmother in cold and sleepy Maine to “keep Zara safe.” Whatever 

that means. Zara doesn’t think she’s in danger. 

Zara’s wrong. The man she sees everywhere—the tall, creepy guy who points 
at her from the side of the road—he’s not a figment of her imagination. He’s a 
pixie. And not the cute kind with little wings. Maine has a whole assortment of 

unbelievable creatures, like pixies and were-people. And they seem to need 
something—something from Zara… 

  
“Genre fans will enjoy the sizzle between Nick and Zara as well as the 

paranormal cast.” —Publishers Weekly 

• Sold to Bloomsbury UK; sold in Vietnam (XYZ Co.), France (City 
Editions), Italy (Newton & Compton), Turkey (Go Kitap), Poland 
(Bukowy Las), Brazil, Portugal (Edicoes Gailivro), Romania (Rao 

International Publishing Company), Indonesia (Serambi Ilmu 
Semesta), Dutch (Dutch Venture Publishing). SOLD US Audio 

(Brilliance).  

• Previously sold in German (Random House), now available. 

All other foreign licenses available.

Also available in the 
bestselling NEED series:  

CAPTIVATE 

ENTICE 

ENDURE

After Obsession 

By Carrie Jones and Steven E. Wedel 
Bloomsbury, 2011 – Young Adult Fiction 

Aimee and Alan have secrets. Both teens have unusual pasts, and 
abilities they prefer to hide. 

But it’s neither Aimee nor Alan who is truly haunted. It’s Alan’s cousin 
Courtney who, in a plea to find her missing father, has invited a demon 
into her life—and into her body.  

Only together can Aimee and Alan exorcise the ghost. And they have to 
move quickly, before it devours not just Courtney, but everything around 
her… 

“This modern-day Faustian tale is well balanced, with teenage romance, 
racial tension, humor and threads of realistic family dynamics to keep 
readers engaged.” —Kirkus  

“First-time collaborators Jones and Wedel introduce chilling 
machinations.” —Publishers Weekly 

• Sold in Dutch (Dutch Venture Publishing), French (City 
Editions), and Random House Germany’s CBT imprint. All other 
foreign licenses available.
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Dinky Hocker Shoots Smack! 

By M.E. Kerr 
HarperCollins, 1984 – Young Adult Fiction 

Open Road Media, Paperback and eBook, 2014 

*ALA Notable Children’s Book* 

*School Library Journal Best Book* 
 

The classic DINKY HOCKER is an equally funny and sad look at the 
painful adolescence of a rebellious Brooklynite.  

 
“It will make you cry…full of wit and wisdom and an  

astonishing immediacy that comes from spare,  
honest writing.” —The New York Times 

“This author’s talent is abundantly evident. . . . Wildly humorous 
and, at the same time, touching.” —Publishers Weekly 

“Kerr’s honesty, evident respect and consistently on-target wit will 
keep Dinky’s contemporaries laughing and nodding agreement.” 

—Kirkus *Starred Review* 

• All foreign licenses available. * Previously sold 
in French (Ecole Des Loisirs), Italian (Mondadori). * 

More from Bestselling Author M.E. Kerr: 

Edge: Collected Stories—Young Adult Fiction 
Open Road Media, 2015 

Gentlehands—Young Adult Fiction 
Open Road Media, 2014; HarperCollins, 2001 

Deliver us from Evie—Young Adult Fiction 
HarperCollins, 1995 

If I Love You, Am I Trapped Forever?—Young Adult Fiction 
Marshall Cavendish, 2009; HarperCollins, 1973
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Time Stoppers 

By Carrie Jones 
Bloomsbury, 2016 – Middle Grade Fiction Series 

Annie Nobody thought she was, well, nobody, in a nowhere town 
where nothing goes her way. Day 1 at her new foster home is 
dreadful... and things get worse when she’s chased by 
something that definitely wants to eat her. 

Annie gets swept up—literally—by a sassy dwarf on a hovercraft 
snowmobile and taken to Aurora, a hidden, magical town on the 
coast of Maine. There, she finds a new best friend in Jamie 
Hephastion Alexander—who thought he was a normal kid (but 
just might be a troll)—and Annie discovers that she’s not exactly 
who she thought she was, either. She’s a Time Stopper, meant 
to protect the enchanted. 

Together, Annie and Jamie discover a whole new world of magic, 
power, and an incredible cast of creatures and characters. But 
where  
there’s great power, there are also those who want to misuse it, 
and Aurora is under siege. It’s up to the kids to protect their 
new home, even if it means diving headfirst into magical 
danger. 

“An imaginative blend of fantasy, whimsy, and suspense, with a 
charming cast of underdog characters... This new fantasy series 
will entice younger fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.” —
School Library Journal 

• For foreign licenses, please contact Bloomsbury.

Also available in this series:  

Quest for the Golden Arrow 

Escape from the Badlands
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Escape to Witch Mountain 

By Alexander Key 
Reprint Sourcebooks, 2009 – Middle Grade Fiction 
Originally Published by Westminster Press, 1968 

*Made Into a Hit Disney Movie!* 

Some terrifying experience has blocked Tony and Tia’s memory of the 
past. But because they have supernatural powers, they are sure that 
they come from another world—and that their people still 
exist somewhere. Then Tony and Tia find that they must escape from 
men who want to use their special powers for evil. They begin a 
desperate search to find their true home—which leads them to the 
strange and mysterious Witch Mountain. 

“Action, mood, and characterization never falter in this superior science 
fiction novel.” —School Library Journal 

• Please contact Sourcebooks for foreign licenses.

The Forgotten Door 

By Alexander Key  
Open Road Edition, 2014 –  Middle Grade Fiction  

Originally Published by Scholastic, 1965 

At night, Little Jon’s people go out to watch the stars. Mesmerized by a 
meteor shower, he falls through a moss-covered door to another land: 

America. He awakes hurt, his memory gone. Hungry and alone, he is 
rescued by a kind family known as the Beans. They shelter him, feed 

him, and teach him about his new home. Although the Beans are kind 
to Little Jon, the townspeople mistrust the mysterious visitor. But Jon 
has untold powers, and as he learns to harness them, he will show his 

newfound friends that they have no reason to be afraid.  

“Well-written fantasy with strong character emphasis and empathy.”  
—Kirkus 

• All foreign licenses available.

The Incredible Tide 

By Alexander Key 
Open Road Media Edition, 2014 – Young Adult Fiction 
Originally Published by Westminster Press, 1970 

The Incredible Tide tells the story of Conan, a boy who lives alone on 
a small island on Earth ravaged by World War III. The world was 
knocked off its axis and the continents have sunk into the ocean, 
with only small islets remaining.  
Conan is rescued but finds that the new society is  
very different from the world he knew before. 

Sold in French (Editions Aux Forges Vulcain), Japanese 
(Iwasaki), Korean (Kumtle), and Arabic (AlMada).  
All other foreign licenses available.
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Blood and Chocolate 

By Annette Curtis Klause 
Reprint Sourcebooks, 2009 – Young Adult Fiction 

*Laurel Leaf Mass Market Paperback Edition, 1999* 
Originally Published by Delacorte/Random House, 1997 

*ALSA Best Book for Young Adults!*    
*Starred Review!* 

16-year-old Vivian is trying to fit in to her new home in the suburbs. But 
trying to act “normal” isn’t always easy, since Vivian and her family are 

werewolves.  

But she wants no part of her squabbling pack, left leaderless by her father’s 
recent death. Then Vivian falls in love with a human, a meat-boy. If she 

reveals herself, will he relish the magic of her dual nature? When a brutal 
murder threatens the pack’s survival, Vivian’s divided loyalties are further 

strained. What is she really—human or beast? 

“Darkly sexy prose and suspenseful storytelling.” —Publishers Weekly 

• Sold in Croatian, French (UGE), Spanish (Ediciones B), German 
(Heyne Verlag at Random House Germany), Turkish (Bilge 

Kultur), Dutch (Uitgeverij Elzenga), Italian (Fanucci), 
Portuguese-Brazil (Editora Underworld) and Swedish 

(Bonnier Carlsen).  

All other foreign licenses available, excluding the U.K. 

*Movie starring Olivier Martin released in 2007 (Lakeshore)*

The Silver Kiss  

By Annette Curtis Klause  
Bantam/Random House 2009 – Young Adult Fiction 
Originally Published by Delacorte/Random House, 1990 

*Received Two Starred Reviews!* 

16-year old Zoe’s mother is dying of cancer, and her father is excluding 
her from her mother’s hospital bedside. No one dares speak to Zoe about 
the tragedy, and she is isolated by grief, anger and fear.  

Then she meets the alluring, enigmatic Simon, who has an uncanny ability 
to recognize her feelings. After nocturnal meetings, Zoe learns that Simon 
is a vampire, kept alive by thirst to avenge the death of his own mother.  

Drawn to him by empathy charged with longing and fear, Zoe agrees to a 
dangerous scheme to trap Simon’s mother’s supernatural killer. 

“A well-drawn, powerful, and seductive novel.” —School Library Journal 
*Starred Review* 

"Both sensuous and suspenseful.” —Booklist *Starred Review* 

Previously sold in Italian (Salani), Turkish (Bilge Kultur) and 
Spainish (Ediciones B). All other foreign licenses available.
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You Owe Me One, Universe 
By Chad Lucas 
Abrams, November 2023 – Middle Grade Fiction

All foreign 
licenses 

available, 
excluding 
the U.K.

Sold in a  
2-book  
Deal!

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!

Sequel to the 
award-winning 
Thanks A Lot, 

Universe!

Brian knows that anxiety and depression aren’t things that are 
magically fixed overnight, but he still doesn’t understand why it’s all 
hitting him so hard right now. Sure, his dad is still in prison and middle 
school is still stressful, but he’s seeing a therapist, he’s got good 
friends, and he’s doing really well on the basketball team. He should 
be fine, so why does he feel too tired to get out of bed some days? 
And why does he turn into “Cursed Monster Brian” and snap whenever 
someone asks him what’s wrong? 

Ezra is trying his best to look out for Brian, but he’s not sure that he’s 
actually helping. Sure, they’re still best friends, but as Ezra starts 
preparing for the talent show, he also starts talking with Victor—the 
kid who relentlessly bullied Brian last year. It seems like Victor's 
changed, and whenever he and Ezra hang out and make music 
together, Ezra's stomach feels a little bit swoopy. But even if he likes 
making music and talking with Victor, he still feels like he’s betraying 
his best friend whenever they hang out. And he worries that he’s 
falling for another boy who won’t return his feelings . . . 

Earnest, heartfelt, and full of humor, You Owe Me One, 
Universe explores the nuances and complications of middle school 
relationships—and shows ho w sometimes the smallest acts of caring 
can be the ones that matter most.

Brian and Ezra’s story 
continues in the 
moving sequel 

to Thanks a Lot, 
Universe, which New 

York Times 
best-selling author 
Nic Stone called “a 
glorious ode to the 
beauty of preteen 

friendship.”

"Chad Lucas has written another story full of 
heart, humor, and friendship. Your universe 
will be brighter if you read it." 
-Eric Bell, author of Alan Cole is Not a Coward
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Let The Monster Out 
By Chad Lucas 
Abrams, May 2022 – Middle Grade Fiction

All foreign 
licenses 

available, 
excluding 
the U.K.

Bones Malone feels like he can’t do anything right in his new small town: 
He almost punched the son of the woman who babysits him and his 
brothers, he’s one of the only Black kids in Langille, and now his baseball 
team (the one place where he really feels like he shines) just lost their first 
game. To make matters worse, things in town are getting weird. His mom 
isn’t acting like herself at all—she’s totally spaced out, almost like a 
zombie. And then he and his brothers have the same dream—one where 
they’re running from some of their deepest fears, like a bear and an eerie 
cracked mirror that Bones would rather soon forget. 
 
Kyle Specks feels like he can never say the right thing at the right time. He 
thinks he might be neurodivergent, but hasn’t gotten an official diagnosis 
yet. His parents worry that the world might be too hard for him and try to 
protect him, but Kyle knows they can’t do that forever. Even though he’s 
scared, he can’t just stand by and do nothing while things in this town get 
stranger and stranger, especially not after he and Bones find a mysterious 
scientist’s journal that might hold answers about what’s going on. 
 
But when faced with seemingly impossible situations, a shady corporation, 
and their own worst nightmares, will Kyle and Bones be brave enough to 
admit they're scared? Or will the fear totally consume and control them?

U.S. Audio sold to  
Recorded Books!

More from 
award-winning 

author Chad 
Lucas:  

-THANKS A LOT, 
UNIVERSE, Abrams 

2021

“A thrilling journey about acceptance and facing your 
deepest fears.” —Kirkus

“Blending mystery, horror, and science fiction to explore 
concepts of fear, belonging, and forgiveness, this is highly 
accomplished middle-grade speculative fiction, perfect for 
readers who enjoy books such as Ness’s A Monster Calls.” 
—Horn Book

Welcome to the 
nightmare. 

An equal parts 
heart-pounding and 
heartfelt middle-
grade mystery about 
facing—and 
accepting—your 
fears, perfect for 
fans of Stranger 
Things and The 
Parker Inheritance.

Two more books 
are coming from 
Chad Lucas with 

Abrams in 2023-24, 
including a sequel 

to his renowned 
debut THANKS A 
LOT, UNIVERSE!

*ALA 2022 Eleanor Cameron Notable Book!*

*Forest of Reading Maple Award Nominee!*

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!
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Thanks A Lot, Universe 
By Chad Lucas 
Abrams, 2021 – Middle Grade Fiction

All foreign 
licenses 

available, 
excluding 
the U.K.Be brave. Be real. Be weird.

*A 2018 Pitch 
Wars Mentee!*

**Sold in a  
2-book Deal!

**

Brian has always been anxious, whether at home or in class or on the 
basketball court. His dad tries to get him to stand up for himself, and 
his mom helps him as much as she can, but after he and his brother 
are placed in foster care, Brian starts having panic attacks. And he 
doesn’t know if things will ever be “normal” again… 

Ezra’s always been popular. He’s friends with most of the kids on his 
basketball team—even Brian, who usually keeps to himself. But now, 
some of his friends have been acting different, and Brian seems to be 
pulling away. Ezra wants to help, but he worries if he’s too nice to 
Brian, his friends will realize he has a crush on him… 

But when Brian and his brother run away, Ezra has no choice but to 
take the leap and reach out. Both boys have to decide if they’re 
willing to risk sharing parts of themselves they’d rather hide. But if 
they can be brave, they might just find the best in themselves—and 
each other.

  
“Tenderhearted and bold.” —Kirkus *Starred Review* 

“An emotional book full of heart.” —School Library Journal 
*Starred Review*

U.S. Audio sold in a 
bidding war to  

Recorded Books!

*An Ontario Library Association Best Bet!* 

*Named to Best 
of 2021 Lists by 
SLJ, NYPL, and 

more!*

*An ALA Rainbow Book List Top-10 Pick!*

*A Junior Library Guild Gold 
Standard Selection!*

*WINNER: 2022 
Ann Connor 

Brimer Award for 
Atlantic Canadian 

Children’s 
Literature!*

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!

Sequel coming 
in 2023!
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Her Rebel Highness 
By Diana Ma 
Abrams, March 2022 – Young Adult Fiction  
Series - Book #2

An epic story of 
love and 

betrayal set 
against the 

backdrop of the 
Tiananmen 

Square 
protests.

In Heiress Apparently, Gemma Huang’s big 
acting break led her to Beijing, where she 
uncovered an incredible family secret. This 
second novel in the Daughters of the Dynasty 
series delves further into Gemma’s complex 
and storied legacy, moving back one 
generation to tell the story of Gemma’s 
mother, Lei, as she finds love against the 
backdrop of 1980s China and the Tiananmen 
Square protests and makes a difficult decision 
that forever alters the course of her life.

“Immersive and rousing.” —Kirkus 

More from Diana 
Ma:  

-The first book in the 
Daughters of the 
Dynasty series, 

HEIRESS 
APPARENTLY, came 
out with Abrams in 

2020. 

-EXTRACURRICULAR, 
a middle grade 

contemporary novel, 
expected from 

HarperCollins/HMH in 
2023.

For foreign 
licenses, 
please 
contact 

Abrams.
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The Unbeatable Lily Hong 

By Diana Ma 
HarperCollins/Clarion, 2024 

12-year-old Lily Hong enters a talent show with her friends in a desperate bid to 
save the struggling community center that houses her parents’ Chinese school. 

• For foreign licenses, please contact HarperCollins.

The Rainbow Fair 

By Diana Ma 
HarperCollins/Clarion, 2025 

When Sophie Hu is put in charge of the Muslim booth at her middle school’s 
Rainbow Fair, she has to navigate the complexities of friendship and 
intersectional cultural identities as a Chinese Muslim girl. 

•For foreign licenses, please contact HarperCollins.

Upcoming Middle Grade Titles From Acclaimed YA Author 
Diana Ma!
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The Puschart War 
By Jean Merrill 
**50th Anniversary edition, New York Review of Books, Fall 2014**  
Originally Published by HarperCollins, 1964 – Middle Grade Fiction 

 
*Lewis Carroll Shelf Award Winner*    *Horn Book Fanfare Best Book*  

The pushcarts have declared war! New York City’s streets are clogged with 
huge, rude trucks that park where they want, hold up traffic, and bulldoze 
anything in their way, and the pushcart peddlers are determined to get rid of 
them. But the trucks are just as determined to get rid of the pushcarts. 
 
The pushcarts have come up with a brilliant plan sure to let the hot air out of 
their enemies: The secret weapon—a peashooter armed with a pin; the target
—the vulnerable truck tires. Once the source of the flat tires is discovered, the 
children of the city join in with their own pin peashooters.   

The pushcarts have won one battle, but can they win the war against a corrupt 
mayor who taxes the pins and prohibits the sale of dried peas? 

“This is satire on almost every conceivable aspect of modern urban life...To all 
it should be funny, and to many it will have the disturbing ring of truth.” —
School Library Journal *Starred Review* 

• Sold in Korean (Darun), Chinese simple characters, Chinese complex 
characters (Yuan-Liou), Turkish. All other foreign licenses available.

American Pharoah: The Triple Crown Champion 

By Shelley Fraser Mickle 
Aladdin/Simon & Schuster, 2017 – Middle Grade Nonfiction 

 
When American Pharoah won the American Triple Crown and the Breeders’ 
Cup Classic in 2015, he became the first horse to win the “Grand Slam” of 

American horse racing, by winning all four races. His story captured 
American’s imagination, and this inspired account will also feature the 
handlers who saw his promise: owner, Ahmed Zayat of Zayat Stables, 

trainer Bob Baffert, and jockey Victor Espinoza. 

“Pharoah is himself an inspiration, and horse-loving children will hang on 
every word.” —Kirkus 

“An engaging story about not only an animal but also the incredible efforts 
to groom him for his historic and unlikely streak of victories.” —Booklist 

• Please contact Simon & Schuster for foreign licenses. 
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Unikore Prime: Stars of Dragonfire 
By Taylor Maw 
Simon & Schuster/Aladdin, 2025 – Middle Grade Fiction

All foreign 
licenses 

available, 
excluding 
the U.K.

This author-illustrated, epic MG fantasy introduces 
us to brave Kira and her tiny but mighty unicorn 
companion, Yummi, and follows them through a 
war with dragons. 

Taylor Maw is an Asian American author/illustrator 
and has worked as the lead character designer of 
Animal Jam, a social game for kids, which has over 
300 million registered users. Toys and merchandise 
based on his characters have been in major 
retailers like Target and Walmart, plus Happy Meals 
across the globe, and he's worked with National 
Geographic and Disney.

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!
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The Secret Spiral 

By Gillian Neimark 
Aladdin/Simon & Schuster, 2011 – Middle Grade Fiction 

It’s just another boring Wednesday in May for ten-year-old Flor Bernoulli 
of Brooklyn, New York. But it turns out to be a day like no other: She finds 

a mysterious key that gives her special superpowers, takes a journey 
across the ocean and through the Milky Way, and even meets her long-

lost father. 

It all starts when her favorite neighborhood baker, the mysterious Dr. Pi, 
reveals that he is an ancient wizard, in charge of every single thing in the 

world that has the shape of a spiral—from seashells to galaxies to the 
inside of your ear. He needs her help to save the spiral from two strangers 

who have come to steal its power and destroy it. And so begins the 
magical adventure of a lifetime, where Flor learns that only she has the 

magic to keep the world spinning just as it should. 

“Captivating, satsisfying, and thrilling at the same time.” —Children’s 
Literature 

• For foreign licenses, please contact Simon & Schuster.

THE GOLDEN RECTANGLE  

By Gillian Neimark 
Aladdin/Simon & Schuster, 2013 – Middle Grade Fiction 

Two girls with very different superpowers join together to save the 
world from a tiny tyrant in this sequel to The Secret Spiral. Flor 
Bernoulli, a fashion maven from Brooklyn, New York, and Lucy Moon, 
a horse-rustling farm girl from Georgia, are both in possession of 
magic keys that give them special powers. And they’re going need 
those powers if they have any hope of saving the universe.  

Only four inches tall and made of nothing but squares and rectangles, 
Square Man is on a mission throughout the universe to destroy 
anything round or curved. And it’s up to Flor and Lucy to stop him. 
Helped by Dr. Pi, a pie-baking wizard thousands of years old, and 
Buddy Moon, Lucy’s father and owner of an ice plant, this fantasy 
adventure takes the girls on a romp through time and space…and 
introduces a bit of magical math at the same time.  

All foreign licenses available, excluding the U.K. 
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The Happy Shop 
By Brittany Long Olsen 
One Press, 2024 – Middle Grade Fiction - Graphic novel

Film/TV rights 
available from 

M&O!

For foreign 
licenses, 
please 

contact Oni 
Press.

After an unwanted move to a brand-new country with 
her family, 11-year-old Darcy is exploring the local 
stores when she wanders into a strange shop…and 
accidentally smashes an expensive glass jar that she 
can’t pay for.  

The two sisters who run the shop make a deal with 
Darcy that she'll help out behind the counter to pay 
off her debt. She learns, though, that this is no 
ordinary shop: The two sisters collect and re-sell very 
specific happy feelings in the jars (like "the feeling you 
get when finding an unexpected $20 in your coat 
pocket").  

Darcy’s ensuing adventures include learning how to 
collect the feelings in jars (and not being very good at 
it), defending the shop against a rival merchant, and 
discovering that maybe selling a wider range of 
feelings than just happy ones could be good for the 
community and their business!
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A Forgery Of Roses 
By Jessica S. Olson 
Inkyard Press/HarperCollins, March 2022 – Young Adult Fiction

All other 
foreign 
licenses 

available.

A portrait is worth a thousand lies.

*OwlCrate Book March 2022!* 

 

Also available 
from Jessica S. 

Olson:  

SING ME 
FORGOTTEN, a 
gender-bent 

Phantom of the 
Opera retelling, 

sold for six figures 
at auction!

Myra Whitlock has a gift. One many 
would kill for. 

She’s an artist whose portraits alter 
people’s real-life bodies, a talent she 
must hide.  

Guarding that secret is the only way to 
keep her younger sister safe now that 
their parents are gone. 

But one frigid night, the governor’s wife 
discovers the truth and threatens to 
expose Myra if she does not complete a 
special portrait that would resurrect the 
governor's dead son. Desperate, Myra 
ventures to his legendary stone mansion. 

Once she arrives, however, it’s clear that
the boy’s death was no accident. Someone dangerous lurks within these 
glittering halls. Someone harboring a disturbing obsession with portrait magic. 

Myra cannot do the painting until she knows what really happened, so she 
turns to the governor’s older son, a captivating redheaded poet. Together, 
they delve into the family’s most shadowed affairs, racing to uncover the truth 
before the secret Myra spent her life concealing makes her the killer’s next 
victim. 

From Sing Me Forgotten author Jessica S. Olson comes a gothic 
fantasy murder mystery perfect for fans of Kerri Maniscalco and Erin 
A. Craig.

A Lead Title 
for 

Winter 2022!

Already Sold In:  

French 
(Bragelonne), Czech 

(Albatros), UK 
(HarperCollins).

“A heady blend of the fantastical, the murderous, and 
the romantic.”  —Kirkus *Starred Review*

“Marvelously magical and steeping with mystery…
Olson’s newest is an absolute stunner.” —Adalyn Grace, 
NYT Bestselling author of All The Stars And Teeth

**Sold In A 6-
Figure 

Auction!**

“A deliciously twisted gothic fantasy you’ll want to read 
again and again” —Diana Urban, author of These Deadly 
Games

“A triumphant second novel, Olson’s not-to-be-missed 
tale of intrigue has something for everyone.”  —School 
Library Journal *Starred Review*

Film/TV rights 
available from M&O!

*TXLA  
Lone Star List 

Pick!*
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Sing Me Forgotten 
By Jessica S. Olson 
Inkyard Press/HarperCollins, 2021 – Young Adult Fiction

All other 
foreign 
licenses 

available.

Destruction is a music all its own.

Nearly killed at birth for being one of the 
magical few who can manipulate memories 
when people sing, she was saved by Cyril, 
the opera house’s owner. Since that day, 
he has given her sanctuary from the 
murderous world outside. All he asks in 
return is that she use her power to keep 
ticket sales high—and that she stay out of 
sight. 

But Isda breaks Cyril’s rule when she 
meets Emeric Rodin. His voice is unlike any 
she’s ever heard, but the real shock comes 
when she finds in his memories hints of a 
way to finally break free of her gilded 
prison. 

Haunted by this possibility, Isda spends more and more time with Emeric, 
searching for answers in his music and his past. But the price of freedom is 
steeper than Isda could ever know. For even as she struggles with her 
growing feelings for Emeric, she learns that in order to take charge of her 
own destiny, she must become the monster the world tried to drown in the 
first place. 

Set in a historical, France-like historical fantasy world, SING ME 
FORGOTTEN is akin to a gender-swapped The Phantom of the Opera.

**Sold In A 6-Figure Auction!**  *2-book deal!* 

**A Book Shimmy Awards Finalist!** 

Isda does not exist. 
 At least not beyond 
the opulent walls of 

the opera house.

“Fast-paced, action packed.” —School Library Journal

“A well-choreographed, updated take on a melodramatic 
classic.”  —Kirkus

“Enchanting, lush, and decadent.” —Adalyn Grace, New York 
Times bestselling author of All the Stars and Teeth

“Olson handled Isda's descent into darkness with a deft hand. 
Fans of The Phantom of the Opera will cheer!" —Erin A. Craig, 
New York Times bestselling author of House of Salt and Sorrows

Already sold in:  

Russian (EKSMO), 
French 

(Bragelonne), UK 
(HarperCollins).

U.S. Audio version 
available from  

Harlequin Audio, 
narrated by award 

winner Caitlin Kelly!

A Lead Title 
for 

Winter 
2021!

Film/TV rights 
available from M&O!
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A Curse of Gold 
By Annie Sullivan 
Blink/HarperCollins, 2020 – Young Adult Fiction

All  
foreign 
licenses 

available.

Kora, the cursed daughter of King Midas, barely survived thieving, 
bloodthirsty pirates, and a harrowing quest at sea to retrieve her 
stolen treasure. Now she finds readjusting to palace life just as 
deadly. Her people openly turn against her, threatening to 
overthrow her as heir to the throne due to fear of her magical 
powers. When Dionysus puts out a challenge to kill the girl with the 
golden touch and burn down her kingdom, it’s not just her future on 
the throne in danger. Kora’s life and entire kingdom are now on 
contract. 

With no other choice, Kora sets out to find Dionysus, journeying to 
the mysterious disappearing island of Jipper. If she wants to save 
her kingdom and have any chance at reversing her father’s curse, 
she will have to enter into a deadly game with Dionysus, the 
greatest trickster the world, or the underworld, has ever seen. 

From author Annie Sullivan, this highly-anticipated sequel to A 
TOUCH OF GOLD is an enchanting and captivating fantasy 
adventure to conclude Princess Kora’s saga.

“A thrilling adventure and richly imagined take 
on mythology…a golden conclusion to Kora’s 
story that’ll have you sailing through the 
pages.” —Brenda Drake, New York Times bestselling 
author 

Curses and queens. 
  

Pirates and kings.  

Gods and magic.  

The final saga of a 
princess cursed by 

Midas’s touch, a vengeful 
Greek god, and a 

dazzling kingdom in the 
balance.

Don’t miss the 
predecessor to  

A CURSE OF GOLD: 
  

A TOUCH OF 
GOLD, Blink/

HarperCollins 2017

Also by Annie 
Sullivan: 

GHOULDILOCKS & 
THE THREE GHOSTS 
Picture Book, Random 

House Studio 2025 

TIGER QUEEN 
YA, BliNk 2019
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Tiger Queen 
By Annie Sullivan 
Blink/HarperCollins, 2019 – Young Adult Fiction

Two doors. 

Two choices. 

Life or death.

Kateri, an arrogant warrior princess, has to fight in the arena against her 
suitors to win her right to rule. She is desperate to prove to her father 
that she is strong enough to take over his throne. But when she finds out 
her final opponent, Kateri flees to the desert to train under the enemy she 
hates the most—the only one who might give her a shot at winning.  

But what Kateri discovers in the desert twists her world—and her heart—
upside down. There in the sand, away from the comforts of the palace, 
Kateri’s perception of her father is challenged and she discovers the truth 
about his treatment of her people. When she returns to the kingdom, the 
fate of the one she loves lies behind two doors in the arena—one door 
leads to happiness, and the other door releases the tiger. 

Secrets, suitors, thieves, and a fierce princess await readers in this YA 
fantasy re-telling of Frank Stockton’s famous short story, “The Lady, or 
the Tiger?” It’s a slow-burn romance wrapped in adventure, set in a 
fantastical world wrought by classism and climate crisis.

“Action, adventure, and a bit of romance blend 
well into a distinctive and exciting read.”  
—Booklist

More from Annie 
Sullivan: 

A CURSE OF GOLD 
and  

A TOUCH OF GOLD, 

 YA Fantasy Duology 
from Blink/

HarperCollins 

GHOULDILOCKS & 
THE THREE 

GHOSTS 
Picture Book, Random 

House Studio 2025

**INSPY Award Winner!**

All  
foreign 
licenses 

available.

Film/TV rights 
available from M&O!
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A Touch of Gold 

By Annie Sullivan 
Blink/HarperCollins, 2017 – Young Adult Fiction 

Gold is wealth. Wealth is power. Power is a curse. 

After King Midas’s gift—or curse—almost killed his daughter, he 
relinquished The Touch forever. Princess Kora still bears the 
consequences: Her skin shines golden, and she harbors secret powers 
that are getting harder to hide. Kora spends her days concealed behind 
gloves and veils. It isn’t until a charming duke arrives that Kora believes 
she could indeed be loved. But their courtship is disrupted when a thief 
steals treasures her father needs to survive. Thanks to Kora’s unique 
ability to sense gold, she sails off on her quest to find the missing items. 

Magic, mythology, fantasy, and pirate adventures charge through every 
page as Kora learns that not everything is what it seems—not her 
companions, not the thieves, and not even Kora herself. 

“A diverting addition to the genre.” —Booklist 

“The writing in A TOUCH OF GOLD is phenomenal. It's fast paced in all the 
right places with nonstop action, unbelievable adventure and fantastic 
magic that keeps readers wanting more.” —TeenReads.com 

• All foreign licenses available.

http://TeenReads.com
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Thirty To Sixty Days 
By Alikay Wood 
Abrams/Amulet, June 2023 – Young Adult Fiction

For foreign 
licenses, 
please 
contact 

Abrams.

Hattie Larken doesn’t know if she’s ever really been real in her life. A 
compulsive liar with a quick-witted response to everything, she’s willing to 
do whatever it takes to just skate through the rest of high school until she 
can graduate and escape it all: the mind-numbing monotony of this town, 
the guilt of everything that happened with her dad, and the debt that her 
mom’s dealing with that she feels responsible for. 

But then Hattie finds out she’s dying. Not like in that overdramatic way 
that people sometimes say they’re dying. She’s literally dying. Apparently, 
she was exposed to a parasite because of a mistake her mom’s company 
made. (And no, the irony of that all is not lost on Hattie…) And she’s not 
the only one. Two other kids from her class also have been exposed to the 
parasite: Carmen, who seems to be totally perfect, with the class 
presidency, a loving family, and a totally beautiful girlfriend; and Albie, a 
quiet kid who survived childhood cancer only to deal with this, which feels 
like an incredibly cruel joke from the universe. 

Hattie, Albie, and Carmen are told they only have thirty to sixty days to 
live. But instead of just sitting around a hospital and waiting to die, the 
three kids form an unlikely alliance to live the last days of their lives out to 
the fullest. Stealing and sailing a boat to Miami? Absolutely. Adopting the 
turtle that a random college student hands to them? Of course—they 
couldn’t leave Scooter to fend for himself! Sneaking into the sold-out 
music festival in town? You better believe it! And if Hattie just happens to 
find a way to raise some money for her mom through filming all their 
misadventures—well, she’s not going to not do that. 

Snarky, bold, and deeply real, Thirty to Sixty Days examines how three 
teens grapple with the thread of imminent death—and how each discovers 
what life ought to be.

A hilarious and 
irreverent coming-of-
age YA novel in which 

three teens facing 
uncertain futures 

embark on a madcap 
adventure that 

challenges each of their 
identities.


